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In a series of papers the present author and his colaborators have developed a theory of a degenerate system of weakly interacting bosons at zero temperature using collective variables.I)-4) With the aid of a nonlinear canonical transformation which relates these variables to the operators describing approximate quasi-particles, it has been possible to derive the phonon-type excitation spectrum avoiding infrared and ultraviolet divergences. Here, we extend the theory to finite terperatures by taking into consideration the depletion of the zero-momentum condensate caused by thermal excitations.
The fundamental collective variables are the density fluctuation operators Ph and their canonical conjugates rp _ h.1) These can be written in terms of the boson creation and annihila-. tion operators a p * and a p as (2) and (3) where the prime on L: inplies that the summation variables cannot take the value zero, 8 h _ p = 8 h,p is the Kronecker symbol and the inverse operator ao -1 of ao is given by IV=Po. The collective variables can be used to rewrite the Hamiltonian (5) of N -bose particles with mass m in a cubic volume Q and interacting via a potential which is given by the Fourier transform of ))(k):
where we can take po = IV = Nand (6) 
(10) Equation (6) gives the basis for an intuitive understanding of the phonon nature of long wave length excitations because H is a quadratic function of krp h' As was pointed out in Ref, 4 + 41oAk~'(Ap-1)(bP'b~p-bpb_p)bk+"" (13) Equation (13) gives a canonical transformation from Bk to b k up to the second order terms in NO~'/2. It involves another parameter D to be determined later.
We shall discuss an approximation <J to the free energy of the boson system by considering the grand canonical ensemble of the quasi-particles whose population J[ k is treated as a variational parameter. Thus
where e = <H> is the expectation value of H in our ensemble at temperature T, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The optimum value of J[ p corresponding to the minimum of <J satisfies (15) where /3= (kB Tt' and
The expectation value e is obtained from the Hamiltonian H which can be expressed in terms of b p as a series in powers of No -1/2 using Eqs. (6) through (13). The denominator N in Eq. (7) is also expanded for N around No. We shall be content with the approximation which is consistent with the terms given explicitly in Eq. (13). Thus the expectation values of the first three terms in Eq. (6) 
Note that for the last expression to be convergent it is necessary that A k approaches unity in the limit of . large k (18)
In the same limit the expectation value (p kP _ k> must approach N. 4 
Note that the first term on the left·hand side of Eq. (20) is the only term that has a factor Ak in the denominator. As the term carries a factork z , we find that Ak is proportional to k for small values of k assuming )/(0) is finite:
The excitation energy t k is obtained from Eqs. (16) 
